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“If I were your daughter,  
where would you send me?” 

 

BA Women This Way⇒ 
 

“If I was your daughter, where would you send me?” 

Jane Woodward shared this question as the opening keynote speaker for the 2018 Clean Energy 
Education and Empowerment Symposium. It was her example of learning to ask the “right questions” 
and following her father’s guidance as she contemplated where to pursue her undergraduate 
education in geology. He encouraged her to call the best of the best in her field of interest and ask 
them, “If I was your daughter, where/what school would you send me?” 
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Title slide of Jane Woodward’s Opening Keynote address, December 4, 2018 -C3E 

For me, this in the opening keynote, was level setting. It was an early indicator that this Symposium 
might be a little different, especially since the keynote speaker was also the host for the prior 
evening’s  welcome dinner at the Foster (“a venue whose mission to inspire reflection, discussion and 
education about art, wilderness and the natural world”). Not only was Jane Woodward the host, the 
Foster was an establishment made possible by her commitment to reunite artist Tony Foster’s works. 
She was a woman who not only got things done, but got things done that allowed others to benefit 
directly from her accomplishments. This set the tone for what ended up being an incomparable 
experience. 
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https://www.thefoster.org/ 

Attending C3E was for me, one of the great highlights of 2018. Having only recently learned about the 
Symposium, I had no idea what to expect. The only other all women conference I’ve attended in the 
past was the Wahine Forum. Which, although amazing, was not a conference that 1. Focused on clean 
energy or 2. Provided awards (recognition and monetary) to women leaders to support their efforts in 
the field. Despite the unknowns regarding C3E, I was comfortable assuming that the Symposium 
would be at a minimum, an extremely informative experience. What I later realized is that I had no 
idea just how uniquely informed I would be after December 4th. 
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From left to right, Rachel James, Jane Woodward, Melody Kaohu at C3E welcome dinner, held at the Foster.  

One term that I heard echoed throughout my time with C3E attendees was “bad ass women”.  While 
many of us smiled and nodded and enjoyed the levity of the comment, I found truth of that statement 
so thick in the space that you could almost take a bite out of i t! And I did. I think we all did, really. We 
ate it up! We weren’t a group of bad ass women because we all had accomplished something 
tremendous, although many attendees had. Rather, we were a group of bad ass women because it 
almost didn’t matter what we had done. Awardees were recognized for the work they were doing not 
because it made them great as individuals, but because the work they were doing made it possible for 
others to become great individuals. 

Whether we were attendees, awardees or ambassadors, we were not bound not by our commonality 
of achievements, but by our commonality of purpose and personhood. From 22 year old 
undergraduate students, to senior level industry leaders, to former and current United States cabinet 
members, C3E liberated us from the fences that in the “real world” allow us to observe what is 
happening, but limit our ability to engage with one another. I suspect it's not often that a graduate 
student has the opportunity to speak with the CEO of a utility, a current Commissioner, and a former 
Secretary of Energy ever, let alone all in one day. We were all there as equals, connected by our 
commitment. The lifetime achievement award winner was no less thoughtful towards the 
undergraduate student than she was to the deputy secretary of energy. 
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From left to right: Melody Kaohu, 
Carla Pederman, and Rachel James at the C3E Symposium, held at the Frances C. Arrillaga Alumni Center, Stanford University 

This shared sense of purpose and respect for one another’s experiences and expertise no matter how 
grand or small was an integral part of the fabric of the gathering. This became especially obvious 
when the last keynote speaker in the morning session received a standing ovation after speaking 
about health equity in communities, at a clean energy conference. Her content integrated seamlessly 
and was so well received not because she was speaking so passionately about clean energy, but 
because she spoke passionately about her purpose. Our shared purpose. To advance the conversation 
beyond equality, beyond equity and toward liberation.  

This sentiment, this shared purpose became increasingly evident as the awardees were announced 
throughout the event. Awardee projects included efforts like researching minority diversification in 
solar professions, bringing  energy to extremely impoverished villages in Africa, and diversity in clean 
energy entrepreneurship to name a few. Throughout the day, speakers shared candidly about not 
having  fairy-tale pasts, but not letting that be a limitation. Presenters shared their discoveries from 
research efforts on topics ranging from Reaching Rural Communities with Energy Efficiency Programs 
to Ionomer Distribution and Absorption in Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell Electrodes.  It was 
clear that C3E attendees were not only interested in making the world a more liberated place, they 
were doing it. 
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Slide shared by keynote 
speaker, Valerie Montgomery Rice,  President & Dean, Morehouse School of Medicine as she spoke about envisioning an improved healthcare 
system for the people across the state of Georgia. 

What struck me most and will stay with me longest is not the content of the conversations, but the 
content of the convening generally. I was not the only person who looked like me in the room. And 
there were people who looked like me as speakers. There were people whose first language was not 
the same as mine, there were people whose backgrounds extended far beyond US shores and whose 
skin, hair and features represented cultures from around the globe. And we were all there, learning, 
talking, sharing, planning, thinking and believing  that we are and can continue to improve our society 
through clean energy.  

While at C3E, I saw the world both as it is for some and as it could be for others and watched people 
share about how their work facilitates more people experiencing what could be.  I was challenged to 
reconsider if I’m asking the right questions, and to consider further if I am asking the right person. As I 
believe only a room of bad ass women could do, C3E educated me on ways in which clean energy 
could be used to empower people all over the world and held the door open for me to join in as we all 
press relentlessly toward liberation.  

I am so grateful to have been selected as a WiRE C3E Scholarship recipient. I hope this opportunity is 
available for other women in renewable energy in years to come as well. 

If in the future I receive the honor of a call where  some young woman asks me, “If I was your daughter, 
where would you send me?”, I’d answer, “To C3E”. 

 

Rachel James 

William S. Richardson School of Law, Juris Doctor Candidate 
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